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FORT COLLINS, Colo. - Cat-

tlemen and dairymen these days
are speaking a new language.

Today there is talk of genetic
engineering, embryo transfer,
embryo splitting, cloning, selec-
tive sexing, and in vitro (test tube)
fertilization.

before a Congressional sub-
committee, current cattle
breeding technology is somewhere
“in the middle” not yet close to
the cloning of a super animal, but
yet a lotmore advanced than many
realize.

available for sale. And, there will
be morerapid test progress at the
experimentalresearch level.

Describing the transfer
procedure. Dr. Elsden explains
that a genetically-superior animal
is treated withstimulant hormones
to induce growth of many follicles,
resulting in the release of more
than one egg at ovulation, perhaps
5 to 25 or more. The donor animal
is then bred AJ. to a selected
superior sire. Several days
the embryos are non-surgically'
collected. The embryos are then
non-surgically (or surgically)
transferred into recipient animals,
who carry the embryos through
gestation.

Dr. Peter Elsden, manager of
the Embryo Transfer Unit at
Colorado State University, states
that embryo transfer already is
“well out of the lab.”

Embryo transfers, according to
Dr. Elsden, are occurring at a
rapidly-increasing rate. Dr.
Elsden cites figures showing that
approximately 10 years ago breed
societies registered 20 cows from
embryo transfer, and now the
number is well oyer 100,000.

Another indication of the growth
of this practice is the an-
nouncement of a scheduled
transfer of 300 frozen cattle em-
bryos from the U.S. to recipient
cows in Venezuela, one of the
biggest such experiments to date.

Rapid GeneticProgress
Dr. Elsden states that embryo

transfer will increase the rate of
genetic improvement in herds,
first for the registered breeder but
later for the commercial man as
more high-quality animals become

Within the past few years
significant developments have
brought a wave of new technology
to the cattle and dairy industry.
Freezing of embryos has become
an economic proposition. A
technique for splitting embryos
has been developed. Embryo sex
determination is making ad-
vances. The introduction of a new
estrus synchronization product
promises to aid the practice of
embryo transfer at the producer
level, and it has brought renewed
interest in artificial insemination
by making A.I. more practical for

beef and dairy producers.w Putting all these developments
together, experts foresee a
revolution in the production of beef
and milk in the next decade.

“State oftheArt”

Embryo transfer is a means to
an end, says Dr. Elsden. There is
much greater utilization of
selected females. It is a deliberate
matching ofselected superior sires
to superior females, thus
producing many more calves from
those superior females. Using
embryo transfer, a female with
known superior beef or dairy
characteristics can produce far
more offspring than the usual one
calf per year.

What is the current “state of the
art” in cattle breeding?

According to experts testifying

bryo transfer has been com-
plicated by the problem of “syn-
chronization.” Without preservingRole of “Synchronization”

The producer-level use of em-
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tz can eni ly manure hauling
and help you preserve manure’s
valuable nutrients up to $B4■ fertilizer value from each cow-
annually. Choose the Pater Manure-
handling system to meet your needs.

ALEXANDRIA
MAX ISENBERG
814-669-4027

BALLY
LONGACREr Compressed air moves manure

from a 1.700-gallon collection
tank through PVC pipe to storage.
Fewmoving parts provide low

w maintenance, easy service and long
life, I '

ELECTRIC
215-845-2261
BEDFORD
BENCE FARM
EQUIPMENT
814-623-8601

2 Large plunger moves manure
tostorage through 12".or 16"

PVG pipe. Plunger strode length
adjusts, depending on consistency.
Plunger and plunger sleeve remove
easily lor Inspection.

J Compressed air moves manure
with long-cut straw through

24" pipe to storage. Few moving
parts assure long service life. Load
and haul manure with 1your present
Equipment to keep investment low..
4.One machine cleans gutter,

conveys and stacks manure. ,■Two chain' sizes' and driveunits
tofit .each installation economically.
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mail the coupoh today; ''''.

BERRYSBURG

I For liquid manure:
Model 200 Air Manure Mover 2 For slurry manure:'Model 100 Slurry Pump

LESTER HOCH
REPAIR CENTER
717-362-8252

717-737-4554

ELLIOTTSBURG
CARLR.BAER
717-582-2648

FORKSVILLE

JFor seml-tolld manure: For (orkabiemanure:
Model 300 Air Manure Mover mW Tripod-Supported or
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I Please send me more information on Pate Manure-Handling Systems. | MalUhis.couporHo;

j Mailing Address Patz’ostat Code.

| Q Ownar/Manager o Student I Pate Col Pounti, Wlscor>slh 541il
Or, phone (4t4). 897-2251 ,
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current status of genetic technology?

IK-
Dr. Peter Eisden, Colorado State

embryos, the producer must
synchronize the estrus cycle of the
donor animal and the recipient
animal. They must be at the same
stage of their heat cycle. When
embryos are collected, there must
be an adequate number of syn-
chronized recipients for im-
plantation.

A recent development in this
respect is the introduction of a new
estrus synchronization product by
CEVA Laboratories, Inc.

Synchre-Mate-B, FDA-appro-
ved for use in cycling beef and
dairy heifers, has led to renewed
interest in artificial insemination
and genetic herd improvement.

(Turn to Page 032)
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